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ABSTRACT

The present study investigates the structure and the content of oral scientific arguments constructed by the 6-year-old students in Greece when they answered questions about light propagation through objects, the dissolution of substances in water, and the flow of electric current through objects. The research was conducted with the participation of 64 primary school students (6 years old), while the interview served as the data collection tool. Research data included students’ answers (arguments) to the questions of the interview. Students’ scientific arguments were analyzed through rubrics evaluating the sufficiency and the appropriateness of the components of the arguments. The analysis of the data allowed the categories of students’ arguments to be determined. It was found that students’ arguments included sufficient and appropriate claims, some of them included sufficient and appropriate evidence, but they included no reasonings or rebuttals at all.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The construction of scientific arguments by students has been recognized as a particularly important science practice, mainly in the last decade, and is at international level one of the main goals of science education (Driver et al., 2000; González-Howard & McNeill, 2019; Henderson et al., 2018; NRC, 2012; OECD, 2013; Schwarz & Baker, 2017). In particular, within the Framework for K-12 Science Education of the US National Research Council there is extensive reference to the need for students engaging in argument based on evidence (NRC, 2012).

However, although the construction of scientific arguments by the students is considered important, research investigating the quality of their scientific arguments is limited (Bravo-Torija & Jiménez-Alexandrep, 2018; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012). This research is mainly focused on secondary education students, while part of the research deals with upper primary school students (Choi & Hand, 2020). Therefore, the necessity of conducting research investigating the quality of lower primary school students’ scientific arguments emerges. Considering the above, the present study is focused on studying the structure and the content of oral scientific arguments of lower primary school students in Greece about light propagation through objects, the dissolution of substances in water, and the flow of electric current through objects. These domains constitute subjects of science curriculum for primary education.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Science Education and Scientific Arguments

In addition to knowledge, science also involves practice. “Science is not just a body of knowledge … it is also a set of practices used to establish, extend, and refine that knowledge. Both elements - knowledge and practice - are essential” (NRC, 2012, p. 26). The term science practices describe the processes by which scientists engage as they study and construct models and theories about the natural world (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Students’ understanding of the science ideas and concepts is based on their engagement with science practices (NRC, 2012). One of the science practices is to engage students in arguments. Through this practice, it is intended that the students be able to support their claims and assess others’ arguments they are presented with (Duschl et al., 2007). It is deemed necessary that the students assess the available data in order to select sufficient and appropriate evidence and reasonings and develop scientific arguments.

It has been argued that constructing scientific arguments could help students understand science ideas and concepts (González-Howard & McNeill, 2019). Moreover, research data has demonstrated that constructing arguments helped students understand the nature of scientific knowledge (Duschl, 2003; Leung, 2020; McDonald, 2010; Sandoval & Reiser, 2004), construct new knowledge (Klein, 2004; Rivard & Straw, 2000; Zohar & Nemet, 2002) and may change or refine students’ image of science (Bell & Linn, 2000; Driver et al., 2000).
B. Students’ Scientific Arguments: Components and Quality

A scientific argument intends to support or refute a claim using reasons acceptable by the scientific community (Phillips & Norris, 1999). Based on Toulmin’s Argument Pattern (Toulmin, 1958), a modified and more simplified version has been proposed for students in the domain of science education (McNeill & Krajcik, 2012). In particular, a scientific argument, according to McNeill and Krajcik (2012), consists of four components: claim, evidence, reasoning and rebuttal. The claim is an assertion or a conclusion answering a question. The evidence is the data supporting the claim, such as measurement or observation that is used to support the validity of the claim. The reasoning is a justification connecting the claim with the evidence and revealing the reason why data is considered evidence supporting the claim through appropriate scientific principles. The rebuttal justifies how or why an alternative claim is wrong (McNeill & Krajcik, 2012).

The quality criteria of an argument are related to the structure and the content of the argument (McNeill et al., 2006; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005). The structure of a scientific argument is related to the presence and the sufficiency of its components, regardless of their conceptual content (McNeill et al., 2006). The content of an argument is related to the appropriateness of its components when they are evaluated in relation to school knowledge (Sandoval & Millwood, 2005).

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Previous research has shown the difficulties that secondary or upper primary school students had in constructing scientific arguments. Students usually proposed claims without justifying them (Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000, Sadler, 2004) or they proposed insufficient and inappropriate evidence (Bell & Linn, 2000; Chinn & Brewer, 2001; Choi et al., 2010; Heng et al., 2015; Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012; Moje et al., 2004; Sadler, 2004; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005). Also, students rarely used reasonings in the arguments they constructed (Chen et al., 2020; Heng et al., 2015; Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012; Moje et al., 2004; Sadler, 2004; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005). Therefore, most students’ quality of scientific arguments is low (Rodriguez-Mora et al., 2021).

The above research involved students of secondary education or upper primary education. The research investigating the quality of preschool children and lower primary school students’ scientific arguments is particularly limited (Choi et al., 2010; Convertini, 2021). Also, the types of scientific arguments produced by lower primary school students have not been studied. In addition, research that has been conducted so far has investigated the structure and the content of students’ arguments as a whole rather than separately. There is no research separately evaluating the structure and the content of primary school students’ scientific arguments. Therefore, the necessity of conducting research that focuses on the types of scientific arguments that lower primary school students construct and separately investigates the structure and the content of their arguments emerges.

IV. AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The present study investigates the types and the quality of oral scientific arguments constructed by 6-year-old primary school students in Greece after answering questions about the propagation of light through transparent and opaque objects, the dissolution of substances in water, and the flow of electric current through objects.

More specifically, the present study intended to answer the following research questions:

(a) What are the types of 6-year-old primary school students’ scientific arguments?
(b) What is the level of the structure of 6-year-old primary school students’ scientific arguments?
(c) What is the level of the content of 6-year-old primary school students’ scientific arguments?

V. METHOD

A. General Background and Participants

A qualitative research approach for this study was used. In particular, the phenomenological method was used to understand how students make meaning of the phenomenon being studied. Phenomenology is effective in studying a small number of subjects to identify the core of their experiences with the phenomenon (Creswell, 2003). For this study, interviews were the method of data collection. Specifically, semi-structured interview approach was used to carry on conversations that would elicit rich data that could be used in qualitative analysis (Lofland, 1971). Semi-structured interviews give students more room to answer in terms of what is important to them (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). This study conducted through personal semi-structured interviews in three stages.

The first stage included designing the questions of the interview in order to investigate the quality of students’ scientific arguments. At first, the interview questions were given to two science education researchers, who made the necessary corrections. The questions were also presented to three students (pilot research) so that any ambiguous points could be detected. According to the remarks that were made, all modifications required were made and the final version of the interview questions was reached.

The second stage included students’ interviews. At first, students’ parents and primary school teachers were informed about the goals and the content of the research. The interviews were conducted following scheduled appointments with each and every student at a predetermined time and place. In case a student did not feel like answering, the interview would not take place. The interview of every student had an average duration of 30 minutes. The interviews were taped with the written consent of both students’ parents and teachers.
In the third stage, after data collection had been completed through the semi-structured interviews and the latter were transcribed, data analysis was conducted using rubrics separately evaluating the structure and the content of students’ arguments. The rubrics were developed for the needs of the research (Tables I and II). After data analysis, the results and the conclusions of the research were drawn.

The research was conducted with the participation of 64 6-year-old students. The research sample included first-grade Greek primary school students selected at random in the academic year 2019-2020.

To ensure compliance with the ethical standards and research rules, approval was granted by the University’s ethical committee. Before proceeding to interviews, we obtained permission from the school principal and the teachers of the classes. Furthermore, we provided beforehand, the students concerned as well as their parents with information about the aims, the content, the expected duration and the procedures of interview, and we obtained their consent.

### B. Instrument and Procedures

The semi-structured interview was the tool for data collection in the present study. The interview intended to make the students produce oral scientific arguments about light propagation through objects, the dissolution of substances in water, and the flow of electric current through objects. The three interview questions were formed based on the framework for evaluating students’ scientific arguments by Knight et al. (2013).

In the first question, the researcher conducting the interviews said to each student that two children of a school wanted to know whether light can propagate through all objects. Then he said that the children, because they disagreed with one another, took cardboard, a plastic transparency, a book and a glass and, while throwing light on them with a torch, they observed whether light propagates through them or not. In the room where the interview took place the researcher had put the torch, the cardboard, the transparency, the book and a glass on a table. He threw light on the objects and discussed with each student his/her observations about whether light can propagate through the objects. Then each and every student was asked to answer the question as to whether light propagates through all of the objects or through only some of them and not through the others. The students were recommended not to forget to state why they thought their answer was correct and why every other answer was wrong. The Appendix includes the first question of the interviews.

Regarding the second question, the researcher said to every student that the two children wanted to know whether all substances are dissolved in water. Following a similar procedure as in the previous question, the researcher poured different substances into the water and discussed with every student his/her remarks about whether the substance is dissolved in the water. Both water-soluble and insoluble substances were used. Then every student was asked to answer the question asking whether all substances are dissolved in water or only some of them while others are not.

There was also a third question asking whether electric current can flow through all objects. The researcher constructed an open electrical circuit using a battery, wires and a little lamp, and then put an object between the free cable ends and discussed with every student his/her observations as to whether the electric current flows through the object. The objects included both conductors and insulators. Next, every student was asked to answer whether the electric current flows through all the objects or only through some of them and does not flow through others. In both last two questions, the students also were recommended not to forget to state why they thought their answer was correct and why every other answer was wrong.

Data research included students’ oral scientific arguments in the three above questions. A total of 192 arguments were collected (64 about light propagation, 64 about the dissolution of substances in water, and 64 about the flow of electric current).

### C. Data Analysis

McNeill and Krajcik (2007) proposed a rubric for assessing the quality of students’ scientific arguments. Through this rubric the components of an argument can be classified into levels. This rubric assesses in a uniform way both the structure and the content of the arguments. Therefore, through this framework, it is not possible to evaluate the structure of students’ written arguments separately from the evaluation of their content. It is also necessary to note that the above framework for assessing the quality of an argument lacks the element of rebuttal. It follows, it is necessary to establish a framework that includes - in addition to claim, evidence and reasoning - also rebuttals and that distinctly assesses the structure and content of students’ arguments. Therefore, two different frameworks of analysis were developed (Tables I and II). More specifically, in the present study, students’ scientific arguments were separately assessed in relation to their structure and content using two rubrics assessing the structure (sufficiency of components) and the content (appropriateness of components) of arguments, respectively. Arguments were assessed in relation to all their four components (claim, evidence, reasoning, rebuttal) for both structure and content.

Table 1 presents the rubric used for assessing the structure of arguments. In particular, the rubric assesses the presence and sufficiency of argument components regardless of their conceptual content.

### TABLE I: RUBRIC ASSESSING THE STRUCTURE OF STUDENTS’ SCIENTIFIC ARGUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientific argument components</th>
<th>Level 0</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claim</strong></td>
<td>Does not suggest a claim</td>
<td>Suggests a claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence</strong></td>
<td>evidence or suggests insufficient evidence</td>
<td>sufficient evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reasoning</strong></td>
<td>reasoning or suggests insufficient reasoning</td>
<td>sufficient reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rebuttal</strong></td>
<td>rebuttal or suggests an insufficient rebuttal</td>
<td>sufficient rebuttal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table II presents the rubric used for assessing the content of arguments. In particular, the rubric assesses the appropriateness of argument components (whether they are in agreement with school knowledge) regardless of their sufficiency.

Before data analysis, pilot analysis was performed on some of the arguments. Pilot research was necessary to ensure the validity of the frameworks of analysis. Students’ arguments were evaluated by two independently working researchers, who settled their disagreements through discussion. After students’ arguments were analyzed, the types of the arguments as well as the frequencies of sufficiency and appropriateness levels of their components of students’ arguments were identified.

### TABLE II: RUBRIC ASSESSING THE CONTENT OF STUDENTS’ SCIENTIFIC ARGUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientific argument components</th>
<th>Level 0</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claim</td>
<td>Does not suggest a claim or suggests an inappropriate claim</td>
<td>Suggests an appropriate claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does not suggest evidence or suggests inappropriate evidence (may include some appropriate evidence)</td>
<td>Suggests appropriate evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>Does not suggest reasoning or suggests inappropriate reasoning</td>
<td>Suggests appropriate reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebuttal</td>
<td>Does not suggest a rebuttal or suggests an inappropriate rebuttal</td>
<td>Suggests an appropriate rebuttal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VI. RESULTS**

A. Scientific Argument Types

**Arguments Including Sufficient and Appropriate Claims and Evidence, without any Reasonings or Rebuttals (Type 1):** Data analysis showed that most students’ arguments included sufficient and appropriate claims supported by sufficient and appropriate evidence, but they did not include any reasonings or rebuttals at all (72 out of 192 arguments). For example, a student put forward the following argument: “Light passes through some objects but does not pass through others. Light passes through the glass but does not pass through the book.” Regarding its structure, this argument includes a claim (“Light passes through some objects but does not pass through others”) and evidence (“Light does not pass through thick objects”). More specifically, it includes a claim considered sufficient (Level 1) and evidence considered sufficient (Level 1), but it does not include a reasoning (Level 0) or a rebuttal (Level 0).

**Arguments with Sufficient and Appropriate Claims, Insufficient and Inappropriate Evidence, without Reasonings or Rebuttals (Type 2):** These students’ arguments include sufficient and appropriate claims supported by insufficient and inappropriate evidence, while no reasonings or rebuttals were included in them (36 out of 192 arguments). The following argument is a typical example: “Light does not pass through some objects but it passes through others. Light does not pass through thick objects.” Concerning its structure, this argument includes a claim (“Light does not pass through some objects but it passes through others”) and evidence (“Light does not pass through thick objects”). In particular, it includes a claim considered sufficient (Level 1) and evidence considered insufficient (Level 0), but it does not include a reasoning (Level 0) or a rebuttal (Level 0). As for its content, this argument includes a claim considered appropriate (Level 1) and inappropriate evidence (Level 0), but it does not include a reasoning (Level 0) or a rebuttal (Level 0).

**Arguments with Sufficient and Appropriate Claims, Insufficient and Appropriate Evidence, without Reasonings or Rebuttals (Type 3):** This type contains some students’ arguments that included sufficient and appropriate claims supported by insufficient and appropriate evidence, but they did not include any reasonings or rebuttals (24 out of 192 arguments). For example, a student put forward the following argument: “Light passes through some objects but does not pass through others. Light does not pass through the book.” Regarding its structure, this argument includes a claim (“Light passes through some objects but does not pass through others”) and evidence (“Light does not pass through the book”). More specifically, it includes a claim considered sufficient (Level 1) and evidence considered insufficient (Level 0), but it does not include a reasoning (Level 0) or a rebuttal (Level 0). As for its content, this argument includes a claim considered sufficient (Level 1) and appropriate evidence (Level 1), but it does not include a reasoning (Level 0) or a rebuttal (Level 0).

**Arguments with Sufficient and Appropriate Claims, with Evidence, Reasonings or Rebuttals (Type 4):** These students’ arguments included only sufficient and appropriate claims not supported by evidence. In addition, they did not include any reasonings or rebuttals (24 out of 192 arguments). For example, a student provided the following answer to the question it was asked: “Light does not pass through all objects. It passes through some objects, but it does not pass through others.” Regarding its structure this argument includes only a claim (“Light does not pass through all objects. It passes through some objects, but it does not pass through others.”). In particular, it includes a claim considered sufficient (Level 1), but it does not include any evidence (Level 0) or reasonings (Level 0) or rebuttals (Level 0). As for its content, this argument includes a claim considered sufficient (Level 1), but it does not include any evidence (Level 0), reasonings (Level 0) or rebuttals (Level 0).

**Arguments with Sufficient and Inappropriate Claims without Evidence, Reasonings or Rebuttals (Type 5):** This type includes arguments that (apart from not including evidence, reasonings or rebuttals) included only inappropriate claims (36 out of 192 arguments).
B. Structure of Scientific Arguments

Fig. 1. shows the distribution of sufficiency levels of claims, evidence, reasonings and rebuttals of students’ arguments.

It is inferred that most arguments included sufficient claims, while only few of them did not include any claims at all. As for the presence and sufficiency of evidence included in students’ arguments, although most of them did not include any evidence or included insufficient evidence, there were several arguments including sufficient evidence. Furthermore, students’ arguments did not include any reasonings or rebuttals.

![Fig. 1. Percentages of sufficiency levels of claims, evidence, reasonings and rebuttals in students' arguments.](image)

C. Content of Scientific Arguments

Fig. 2. depicts the distribution of content levels of claims, evidence, reasonings and rebuttals in students’ arguments.

It is inferred that most arguments included appropriate claims, while only few of them included partially appropriate claims or inappropriate claims. Regarding the appropriateness of the evidence included in students’ arguments, half of them did not include any evidence or included inappropriate evidence, while the other half included appropriate evidence. Furthermore, students’ arguments did not include appropriate reasonings and rebuttals.

![Fig. 2. Percentages of appropriateness levels of claims, evidence, reasonings and rebuttals in students' arguments.](image)

VII. DISCUSSION

The results of the present paper demonstrated that most primary school students’ scientific arguments were described by sufficient and appropriate claims. As for the sufficiency of evidence, it was found that almost half of the arguments included sufficient evidence, while the other half either did not include any evidence or the evidence they included was insufficient. As for the appropriateness of evidence, it was found that half of the arguments included appropriate evidence, while the other half included inappropriate evidence. Furthermore, none of the arguments included any reasonings or rebuttals.

The quality of the scientific arguments constructed by lower primary school students when they answered to questions is comparable to the quality of older students’ arguments. As a matter of fact, the above results are in agreement with the results of other studies on secondary education students or even on higher primary school students, which showed that the quality of scientific arguments constructed by students of different ages was low. To be more specific, it was found that in the scientific arguments they constructed, the students usually proposed claims without evidence, reasonings or rebuttals (Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; Sadler, 2004). Furthermore, it was found that in case the students proposed scientific arguments including evidence, the latter was usually insufficient or inappropriate (Bell & Linn, 2000; Chinn & Brewer, 2001; Choi et al., 2010; Heng et al., 2015; Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; McNell & Berland, 2017; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012; Moje et al., 2004; Sadler, 2004; Sandolov & Millwood, 2005). In addition, those studies also showed that students rarely included reasonings (McNeill & Krajcik, 2007, 2012; Moje et al., 2004; Sadler, 2004; Sampson et al., 2013; Songer & Gotwals, 2012) or rebuttals (McNeill & Krajcik, 2012) in the scientific arguments they constructed.

The finding that most students’ scientific arguments, in both primary and secondary education, were of low quality could be attributed to the fact that in science teaching the students are rarely taught the structure of a scientific argument and do not become familiar with procedures for constructing scientific arguments (Cherbow et al., 2021; Driver et al., 2000). Also, no opportunities are provided to the students through the content of school textbooks so that they construct arguments (Papakonstantinou & Skoumios, 2021). Furthermore, rarely are the students asked in science teaching to assess (in relation to structure and content) their or others’ scientific arguments (Driver et al., 2000; Knight et al., 2014; Leung, 2020).

It should be stressed that the results of the present study are subject to the restrictions of the small sample, which cannot be considered representative of the entire population of students. An additional restriction to this study is the use of only three questions for data collection.

It has been underlined that the creation of a framework of analysis helping both teachers and students in the procedure for supporting a claim is necessary (Convertini, 2021; Henderson et al., 2018; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012; McNeill et al., 2018). The framework proposed for assessing the structure and the content of lower primary school students’ arguments (see Tables I and II) could contribute to this direction. More specifically, it could be used in the fields of science teaching practice and research. In the field of science teaching practice, this tool could be used by the teachers for systematically assessing their students’ scientific arguments. Also, the use of this framework could help the teacher study the development of the structure and the content of a student’s arguments over the course of time. In the field of research, this framework could contribute to assessing the structure and the content of students’ scientific arguments during the
instruction aiming to develop students’ ability to construct scientific arguments.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Regarding both structure and content most of lower primary school students constructed low level scientific arguments. The arguments included claims and some of them even evidence. However, neither reasonings nor rebuttals were included in the arguments. Therefore, it becomes evident that there is necessity of proposing teaching strategies that can be used by the teachers in order to support the students so that the latter can construct scientific arguments and mainly include evidence, reasonings and rebuttals in them. More specifically, it has been suggested that before asking from the students to construct a scientific argument, teachers should explain to the students what a scientific argument is and what its components are (Çetin, 2014; Lizotte, et al., 2004; McNeill & Krajcik, 2008). The teachers can then discuss with the students and explain to them each and every component of a scientific argument. They are even recommended to at first process with their students the first two components of an argument (claim, evidence) and, after the students have become familiar with them, the teachers can introduce the reasoning and then the rebuttal (Songer et al., 2009).

Apart from explicit teaching to the structure of a scientific argument, the teachers are recommended to present examples of scientific arguments to their students and discuss with them the quality of these arguments (McNeill & Krajcik, 2008). The teachers can help students to identify the strong and weak points of the scientific arguments, focusing on the sufficiency and appropriateness of their components. These actions can help students understand how to construct scientific arguments and how to critique the quality of arguments (Krajcik & McNeill, 2009; Mastrogiorgaki & Skoumios, 2018; McNeill & Krajcik, 2008).

The students can be helped in constructing scientific arguments when the teachers provide them with supporting frameworks that can be used for constructing arguments or reformulating their arguments. The teachers are recommended to provide the students with opportunities to evaluate by themselves the arguments they construct (self-evaluation) (McNeill & Krajcik, 2008). The teachers can support the students by providing them with frameworks of analysis or rubrics so that the students can use them in order to evaluate their scientific arguments. Also, the teachers are recommended to engage the students with activities providing supporting “language frameworks” that could be used by the students in order to construct arguments (Mercer et al., 2004). Relatively recent research attempts with encouraging results is focused on this direction of implementing the above teaching strategies followed mainly in secondary education (Berland & Reiser, 2009; Choi et al., 2010; González-Howard et al., 2019; Leung, 2020; Mastrogiorgaki & Skoumios, 2018; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012; Sampson et al., 2011; Smprinis & Skoumios, 2021).

The present paper contributes to the research on studying students’ scientific arguments because its findings shed light on this research field by separately studying the structure and the content of lower primary school students’ arguments, an issue with no previous empirical data at all. However, further research is required for both studying the quality (structure and content) of students’ arguments in other science issues (apart from the propagation of light, the dissolution of substances in water, and the flow of electric current) and for comparing the results of this new research with the results of the present research.

In addition, this paper was focused on studying the quality of scientific arguments constructed by the students. It would be of research interest to investigate students’ abilities to not only construct scientific arguments but also critique scientific arguments they study. Also, the development of teaching interventions aiming at developing lower primary school students’ abilities to construct scientific arguments (through teaching strategies), their implementation in students, and the assessment of their learning outcomes relating to the development of the quality (structure and content) of students’ arguments are also recommended.

APPENDIX

The first question of the interview.

Yiannis, Kostas and Panagiota want to know whether light can pass through all objects. They used a piece of cardboard, a transparency, a book and a glass and threw light on them with a torch.

A. They threw light on a piece of cardboard.

They observed that light does not pass through the cardboard.

B. They threw light on a transparency.

They observed that light passes through the transparency.

C. They threw light on a book.

They observed that light does not pass through the book.

D. They threw light on a glass.
They observed that light passes through the glass. The children need your help. They have different ideas. Panagioti says that light does not pass through all objects. On the other hand, Kostas says that light passes through all objects. Use the information provided above in order to answer the following question:

Does light pass through all objects or it passes only through some of them while it does not pass through others? Do not forget to state why you think your answer is correct and why every other answer is wrong.
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